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UEFA comments
Visiting supporters need information about travel arrangements, as well as about the city and stadium
they will be visiting. This can be provided both by the host city or club, and by the visiting associations
and clubs, via websites and printed information sent out with match tickets or vouchers. With the
introduction of Article 35, this is a task that can sensibly be assumed by SLOs.
Most visiting fans want to avoid causing offence or getting into trouble with the authorities. Travelling
supporters need information about the stadium, city or country they are visiting. Therefore, they need
to know about the host city’s local customs and practices, including rules of conduct, food and alcohol
regulations and local bye-laws. For European and international matches, they also need general
information about any visa requirements, restrictions on imports and exports, currency units, food
prices, drinking water quality, taxi and public transport fares, parking, accommodation, meeting points
etc.
They also need specific information relating to the match venue: distances and means of transport
between the various arrival points (i.e. the station, airport or port), the city centre and the stadium.
They will also need a map of the stadium that shows the various sectors, access routes and
designated parking areas.
Inevitably, some visiting fans will get into difficulties and therefore need to know how and where to get
assistance. There may be individuals who lose their ticket, passport or travel documents. Therefore,
websites and information leaflets should include contact details for the SLO team. For matches
abroad, details of emergency contact points for visiting fans and the address and telephone number of
their country’s local embassy or consulate should be provided.
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Away match travel guide checklist
Away match travel guides are a useful tool for providing supporters with as much information possible
about the stadium and the city they are visiting to watch a match. They can take various forms,
ranging from glossy brochures to simple printouts. Various communications channels can be used to
deliver travel guides to supporters:


Club website



Email newsletter



Text message



Match programme



Supporter message boards and websites



Social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)



Handouts, leaflets



Stadium announcements

Information that is typically provided includes:


SLO contact details



Fans embassy contact details and emergency numbers (international/European matches)



Stadium information (address, opening times, location of away section)



Transport information (directions, maps, public transport, parking)



Ticket information



Information on hospitality events being staged for supporters



Information on the city/tourism information



Information from the local consulate/embassy (international matches)



Restrictions on what can be taken inside the stadium (e.g. fan material, bags, cameras)



Do's and don'ts (alcohol consumption, local bye-laws, customs, etc.)



Safety and security information

Informing supporters about what they may take inside the stadium, for example, can help to prevent
potential conflict situations before they arise rather than having to deal with them once they have
occurred.
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Example 2 - Away match information sheet, Greuther Fürth v FC Ingolstadt 04

Information from the FC Ingolstadt 04 SLO team
Away game in Fürth
On Friday, 19.8.2011, we play Greuther Fürth at 6pm.
Contact person for information
Simone Abel
Tel.: 0841/88 55 71 44
Mobile: 0151 55 13 15 21
Email: sa@fcingolstadt.de
Stadium address
Trolli ARENA, Laubenweg 60, 90765 Fürth
Arriving by road
North/East:
A3 to the Fürth-Erlangen intersection, then continue on the A73 towards Fürth as far as the
Poppenreuth turn-off.
West/East:
A6 to the Nürnberg-Süd intersection, then continue towards Fürth. At the Nürnberg-Hafen Ost
intersection continue towards Nürnberg-Zentrum. Continue on the Frankenschnellweg (A73) until the
Poppenreuth turn-off. Follow the signs to the car park for visiting fans.
South:
Leave the A9 at the Nürnberg-Feucht intersection and follow the A73 towards Fürth/Nürnberg as far as
the Nürnberg-Hafen Ost intersection. Continue towards Nürnberg-Zentrum. Continue on the
Frankenschnellweg (A73) until the Poppenreuth turn-off. Follow the signs to the car park for visiting
fans.
http://www.greuther-fuerth.de/stadion/ro...na/anfahrt.html
Car parks
Visiting fans can use the IKEA car park, which can be reached via the A73 (Fürth-Poppenreuth turnoff). The visitors section at the Trolli ARENA is just a short walk away via Hans-Vogel-Strasse,
Dieselstrasse, Alte Reutstrasse and Laubenweg.
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Arriving by rail
Train:
Depart Ingolstadt central station at 1604. From Fürth central station, take bus numbers 173, 174, or
177 and get off at the Friedhof stop. From there it is a short walk onto Laubenweg. At home games
that attract large crowds, special bus services are laid on from the central station to the Trolli ARENA.
Buying tickets
The ticket office for away fans opens at 4.30pm. The visitors section opens at 4.30pm.
Information on ticket prices in the visitors section can be found here:
http://www.greuther-fuerth.de/tickets/tageskarten.html
Away fans buying tickets for areas other than the visitors section should make sure they do not
purchase tickets for the standing areas in the North Stand (Sections 2, 3, 12 and 4), as they will be
refused admission here.
Fan material
Permitted

- Fence banners
Not permitted

- Hand-held flags
- Two-pole banners
- Megaphones
- Drums
Special actions such as section banners or tifo must be registered with Fürth's SLO team via us no
later than six days before the game. Each case will be assessed to determine what can be allowed in
accordance with the safety and security situation, making every effort to accommodate the wishes of
the away fans.
Greuther Fürth would like to emphasise that pyrotechnics may not be taken inside the Trolli
ARENA! Anyone caught in possession of pyrotechnics at the turnstile security checks will be
will not be allowed inside the ground and will also receive a two-year stadium ban.

Bags/rucksacks
Away fans are able to deposit items such as rucksacks in the entrance area for a fee of 50 cents.
Belt bags may be taken inside the ground.
Cameras
Pocket cameras may be taken inside the Trolli ARENA, though professional photography equipment
(single-lens reflex cameras, etc.) and video cameras are forbidden.

